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Abstract Biological cells harbor a variety of molecular
machines that carry out mechanical work at the nanoscale.
One of these nanomachines is the bacterial motor protein
SecA which translocates secretory proteins through the
protein-conducting membrane channel SecYEG. SecA
converts chemically stored energy in the form of ATP into
a mechanical force to drive polypeptide transport through
SecYEG and across the cytoplasmic membrane. In order to
accommodate a translocating polypeptide chain and to
release transmembrane segments of membrane proteins
into the lipid bilayer, SecYEG needs to open its central
channel and the lateral gate. Recent crystal structures
provide a detailed insight into the rearrangements required
for channel opening. Here, we review our current understanding of the mode of operation of the SecA motor
protein in concert with the dynamic SecYEG channel. We
conclude with a new model for SecA-mediated protein
translocation that unifies previous conflicting data.
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Introduction
In bacteria, proteins are synthesized in the cytosol at the
ribosomes. A major share of these proteins, i.e. about 30%,
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needs to be transported across or into the cytoplasmic
membrane to function at the cell-surface. This process is
essential for nutrition uptake, motility and energy conversion as well as pathogenesis. Secretory and membrane
proteins are recognized by their N-terminal signal
sequences or hydrophobic transmembrane segments (TMS)
when emerging as nascent chains at the ribosome and are
targeted via two separate routes to the evolutionary conserved protein-conducting channel SecYEG. This hetero–
trimeric complex is embedded in the cytoplasmic membrane and allows both the insertion of membrane proteins
into and passage of secretory proteins across the membrane
barrier. Secretory proteins are mostly translocated posttranslationally after their synthesis is completed on the
ribosome, but secretion can also occur co-translationally
[1]. They appear from the ribosome as nascent polypeptide
chains bearing a N-terminal signal sequence and are recognized by the molecular chaperone SecB which binds to
the mature region of the preprotein [2]. SecB keeps the
preproteins in a partially unfolded and therefore translocation competent state and targets them to the SecYEG
bound motor protein SecA [3]. Subsequent binding of ATP
to SecA causes the insertion of the signal sequence of the
preprotein into the SecYEG channel and the release of
SecB. Next, SecA catalyzes the step-wise translocation of
the polypeptide chain through multiple cycles of ATP
binding and hydrolysis [4–6]. Membrane proteins are targeted via a different route to SecYEG and are integrated
into the cytoplasmic membrane in a co-translational manner. The hydrophobic core of TMS is recognized by the
bacterial homologue of the signal recognition particle
(SRP) when emerging from the ribosome. Subsequently,
SRP targets the ribosome–nascent chain complex to SecYEG where translation at the ribosome provides the
driving force for the insertion of the membrane protein (for
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Fig. 1 Crystal structures of
SecYEG in top-view from the
cytoplasm. SecY TMS 1–6
(red), TMS 7–10 (green), plug
domain (blue), SecE (orange),
SecG/b (yellow). a SecYEb
from M. jannaschii (PDB
accession code: 1RH5).
b SecYE from T. thermophilus
co-crystallized with a Fab
fragment (not shown) bound to
the C5 loop of SecY (2ZJS).
c SecYEG from T. maritima cocrystallized with SecA (not
shown) (3DIN). d SecYE from
P. furiosus. In the crystal, the
C-terminal a-helix of a
neighboring SecY molecule (not
shown) inserts partially into the
channel inducing opening of the
lateral gate (3MP7)

review, see [7]). The Sec-translocase is a large machinery
that involves not only SecA and SecYEG, but also another
heterotrimeric complex SecDFyajC that stimulates protein
translocation by an as yet unknown mechanism. Here, we
will only focus on the core elements of the translocase and
discuss our current insights in the mechanism of protein
translocation.

The protein-conducting channel SecYEG
SecYEG structure
Protein secretion in bacteria and import of proteins into
the endoplasmic reticulum is mediated by a protein-conducting channel that is conserved throughout the three
kingdoms of life. This hetero–trimeric integral membrane
protein complex is termed SecYEG in prokaryotes and the
Sec61 complex in eukaryotes. It consists of one major
subunit with ten TMS, SecY or Sec61a, and smaller
subunits that are located at the exterior of the channel.
Several crystal structures of archaeal and bacterial Seccomplexes provide detailed structural insight into organization and dynamics of SecYEG and its homologues. The
TMS of SecY assemble into a clamshell-like fold with
TMS 1–5 and 6–10 forming the two half-shells that are
connected by a flexible hinge between TMS 5 and 6
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(Fig. 1) which contains a short loop called HL-1 that was
suggested by molecular dynamic simulations to be the
flexible link that allows opening of the clamshell [8]. SecE
appears to stabilize the channel by embracing the clamshell as a clamp. SecG is a non-essential subunit that
associates peripherally with the channel [9]. The number
of TMS of SecE and SecG varies among the organisms
but the functional relevance of the additional TMS is
unclear. SecE of Escherichia coli consists of three TMS
while the homologue Sec61c of the archaeon Methanocaldococcus jannaschii has only one TMS. However, an
E. coli SecE mutant with the two extra TMS truncated is
fully functional [10]. The tilt of the SecY TMS creates an
hourglass-shaped pore with a funnel-like entrance of
20–25 Å that narrows down to a central constriction of
around 4 Å. This pore ring consists of six hydrophobic
isoleucine residues and restricts access to the periplasmic
side in the closed conformation. Opening of this constriction is necessary to accommodate a translocating
polypeptide chain and will result in the formation of a
water-filled pore if no translocating polypeptide would
occupy the channel. The trans-side of SecYEG is occluded by an a-helical segment of SecY, called the plug
domain which folds back into the periplasmic cavity of
the channel (Fig. 1). Point mutations that reduce the
dependence on the signal-sequence recognition map to
both pore ring and plug domain [11–13], but the full
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contribution of these structural elements to channel function and quality control is poorly understood.
SecYEG and its homologue Sec61abc were found to
form higher oligomeric states in biochemical [14–16] and
structural [17–20] studies. The functional relevance of the
observed predominantly dimeric and tetrameric species
remains unclear. Analysis of the first cryoEM structures of
eukaryotic translocation channels led to the hypothesis that
an aqueous pore is formed at the interface between oligomers [21–25]. This suggestion was further fueled by the
hypothesis that large segments of the SecA motor protein
inserts into the channel [4]. Based on the M. jannaschii
SecYEb X-ray structure, it was proposed that a single
SecYEG heterotrimer forms the active translocation channel. Several biochemical and biophysical studies support
this hypothesis. First, in a site-specific crosslinking study, a
translocation substrate was located to the interior of a
single SecY channel [26]. In a second study, introduction
of different crosslinkers into the lateral gate prevented
fusion of several SecYEG into a bigger pore and created
single SecYEG channels with defined maximum pore size.
Formation of disulfide bonds with short crosslinks abolished passage of polypeptide chains whereas crossing with
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longer crosslinking reagents permitted passage [27]. In
analogy, cryoEM studies of the homologous Sec61p complex of mammals and yeast suggest that it is monomeric
when associated with the ribosome and a translocating
nascent chain [28].
SecYEG was also suggested to be dimeric, based on the
observation that covalently linked SecYEG dimers are
functional in protein translocation [26]. Osborne and coworkers proposed that SecA is anchored to one copy of
SecYEG while translocating a polypeptide through the
second protomer of a SecYEG dimer. A SecA–SecYEG
co-crystal of components of the thermophilic bacteria
Thermotoga maritima contradicts this view, as in this
structure SecA is fully docked to monomeric SecYEG and
only a few N-terminal residues are close to the presumed
membrane interface (Fig. 2d) [29]. This structure indicates
that SecA is anchored to the SecYEG channel that is promoting passage of the translocating polypeptide chain and
that only a few SecA residues could interact with a
neighboring SecYEG protomer in a putative SecYEG
dimer. However, the corresponding residue on SecA that is
crosslinked to SecY [26] is far away from the binding
interface with SecYEG in the co-crystal suggesting that

Fig. 2 Conformational changes
in SecA crystal structures and
SecA dimerization interfaces.
a SecA protomer from
B. subtilis (1M6N). b SecA
from T. maritima co-crystallized
with SecYEG (not shown)
(3DIN). c Top view
(cytoplasmic side) of the
SecA–SecYEG co-crystal as in
(b) with residues implicated in
dimerization in dimeric SecA
structures of E. coli (red, 2FSF),
B. subtilis (green, 1M6N),
T. thermophilus (orange, 2IPC)
and M. tuberculosis (yellow,
1NL3). Residues SecY251 and
SecA43 that were previously
crosslinked [26] are shown as
purple spheres. SecA is
displayed in cyan and SecYEG
in gray. d Side view of (c)
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substantial conformation changes in SecA are needed to
bring the two residues close enough to be crosslinked
(Fig. 2c, d). As the membrane surface is absent in any
crystal structure of SecYEG, Deville et al. [30] modeled a
second SecYEG copy to the monomeric SecA–SecYEG
co-crystal by tilting the two SecYEG protomers relative to
each other to achieve an interaction with the SecA
N-terminus.
SecYEG binding sites
The cytoplasmic side of SecYEG constitutes a combined
binding interface for post- and co-translational protein
translocation modes. The SecA ATPase was shown by in
vivo photo-crosslinking to bind the cytoplasmic loops (C2
and C4–6) although to a different extent depending on the
stage of the translocation cycle [31]. In two studies, sitespecific disulfide formation between SecA and the C4/C5loop of SecY was observed [32, 33], while a peptide
scanning assay revealed a SecA binding site at the interface
between TMS4 and the C3 loop of SecY that is close to
SecG [32]. Direct contact of SecA and SecG was observed
by crosslinking and protease protection [34], but this
interaction seems to be non-essential as SecG merely
stimulates protein translocation. The T. maritima SecA–
SecYEG co-crystal provides insight into SecA binding in
presence of ADP-BeFx, a structural analog of an intermediate step of ATP-hydrolysis [29]. Surprisingly, the
majority of SecA residues identified by biochemical
approaches to bind SecYEG are not in proximity to the
respective SecY residues in the structure. One example is
residue 255 on E. coli SecY that was crosslinked to residue
48 on B. subtilis SecA via disulfide bridge formation [26].
The corresponding residues in the T. maritima co-crystal
(residues 251 on SecY and 43 on SecA) are about 50 Å
apart while a disulfide bond is 2 Å in length (Fig. 2c, d)
[26]. In this structure, SecA is crystalized in the closed
conformation with the preprotein binding domain (PBD)
moved towards the NBF2 (compare Fig. 2a, b), a conformational change that renders residue 255 of SecY hidden
by the PBD (Fig. 2c). Thus, SecA must undergo a dramatic
conformational change to allow for disulfide bridge formation. On the other hand, if SecA would be bound to
SecYEG in the open conformation (Fig. 2a), the PBD
would not hide residue 255 and would therefore render this
position accessible from the cytoplasm. Thus, if needed,
the binding of a second SecA protomer of a SecA dimer
could occur, explaining the observed crosslink. Another
example is Arg357 in the C5 loop of E. coli SecY that was
found to be essential for the initiation of post-translational
protein translocation [35] but not for SecA binding [32, 35,
36]. Although the corresponding residue of T. maritima
SecY (Arg346) is only *9 Å away from a SecA residue in
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the SecA–SecYEG co-crystal, no extensive contacts
between SecA and SecY are made in this region of the
structure. Taken together, these observations suggest that
the occupation of SecYEG binding sites by SecA is
dynamic during the protein translocation cycle. Ribosome
binding occurs at similar sites on SecYEG as for SecA
binding. Apparently, these sites play a general role in
recruiting ligands, which are essential for channel functioning. The two SecY loops C4 and C5 [17, 37–40] as well
as the cytoplasmic SecG loop and the N-terminal region of
SecE [17] contact the ribosome. Point mutations in loops
C4 and C5 including Arg357 substitutions eliminate ribosome binding [39]. In a recent study, the bacterial
homologue of the signal recognition particle (SRP), FtsY,
was found to bind to SecY loops C4 and C5 [40]. Hence,
SecA, ribosome and SRP use overlapping binding sites on
SecY. Occupation of these sites must be dynamic when all
components cooperate during membrane protein insertion
into the cytoplasmic membrane.
Opening of the channel
The interface between the tips of the two SecY clamshellhalves is shaped by TMS 2–3 and 7–8 and forms the
so-called lateral gate (Fig. 1). Opening of this gate is
indispensable to expand the channel to accommodate a
translocating polypeptide chain during protein secretion
[27] and to allow insertion of signal sequences and TMS of
integral membrane proteins into the lipid bilayer [41].
Indeed, the signal-sequence of a precursor protein was
found to crosslink to TMS 2 and TMS 7 of the yeast SecY
homologue Sec61p during posttranslational protein import
into the ER [42]. Insertion of a signal-sequence into the
lateral gate would result in opening of the hydrophobic
constriction as three of the six pore ring residues are
located on TMS 2 and 7. However, to allow passage of an
a-helical TMS, a gap in the lateral gate of 10–12 Å is
required. Three X-ray structures provide different views of
partially opened translocation channels. SecYE of Thermus
thermophilus was co-crystallized with a Fab antibody
fragment bound to the C5 loop of SecY that induced
opening of the cytosolic part of the lateral gate (Fig. 1b)
[33]. In the closed conformation represented by the
M. jannaschii structure (Fig. 1a), TMS 2 is in close proximity to both TMS 7 and 8 while the TMS 8 of
T. thermophilus SecY moved away from TMS 2 suggesting
a ‘preopen’ state of the channel. Binding of SecA (ADPBeFx) in the T. maritima SecYEG-SecA co-crystal induced
separation of both cytosolic and periplasmic parts of the
lateral gate although further opening would be required to
allow insertion of a TMS in a-helical conformation
(Fig. 1c) [29]. Apparently, the lateral gate opens by a rigid
body movement of TMS 6–10 relative to TMS 1–5. This
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process may be initiated by insertion of a SecA segment,
called the two-helix-finger (2HF), into SecYEG nearby
SecY loops C4 and C5 (Fig. 2d). In a recent X-ray structure, two Pyrococcus furiosus SecYEb crystallized as such
that the C-terminal helix of one SecY partially inserts into
the neighboring SecYEb thereby functioning as a nascent
chain mimic (Fig. 1d) [43]. As the result of this insertion,
the lateral gate is opened throughout its entire length and
the cytoplasmic entrance as well as the pore ring is
expanded. While the plug domain still occludes the channel, the pore ring is widened to 13.6 Å where in the
M. jannaschii structure a 4.6 Å diameter was determined
(compare Fig. 1a, d) [11, 43].
In vivo [44] and in vitro [45] crosslinking experiments
suggest extensive plug movement by around 20–27 Å to
the C-terminal loop of SecE to allow unrestricted passage
of polypeptide chains through the channel. However,
immobilization of the plug inside the channel by chemical
crosslinkers that allowed displacement of maximal 13 Å
did not abolish protein translocation in vitro, indicating that
movement of the plug to the periplasmic side of SecE is not
necessary [46]. As for the physiological role of the plug
domain, three hypotheses have been proposed. First, stabilization of the closed conformation has been suggested
by instability of SecYEG upon plug deletion [47] and by
molecular dynamics simulations [8]. Secondly, in the
closed conformation, the plug domain prevents ion leakage
through the SecYEG channel acting as a seal [48]. However, deletion of yeast Sec61p and E. coli plug domains
resulted in thermolabile but viable cells with no significant
growth or translocation defects [47, 49]. Third, deletion of
the plug domain and many point mutations along the plug
cause a reduced fidelity of signal sequence recognition
(prlA phenotype) [47, 50, 51] and affect membrane protein
topology [51]. Therefore, the plug may be involved in
proofreading of preproteins and TMSs and mediate channel
gating. Furthermore, the plug has been proposed to function as an adjustable flap to protect the emerging preprotein
from periplasmic proteases or to assist in folding [52].
Many of the Prl mutations, identified by genetic studies
to suppress translocation defects caused by defective signal
sequences, reside inside the SecYEG channel [12, 13, 53];
for review, see [54]. Apparently, this prlA phenotype is
caused by destabilization of the SecY-E interaction that
facilitates channel opening [12, 55]. Inserted signal peptide, SecA and the ribosome are thought to stabilize the
open state of the channel through multiple interactions with
SecYEG [11]. Interestingly, PrlA mutants that were shown
to bind SecA more tightly also exhibited an enhanced
activity in protein translocation assays [56] and were less
dependent on the proton motive force (PMF) [57]. Therefore, weaker SecY-E interactions may allow tighter SecA
binding by facilitating channel opening leading to exposure
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of additional or stronger binding sites for SecA. As SecA
binding to SecYEG results in a conformational change in
SecA that stimulates its ATPase activity [58, 59], it appears
that a tighter binding of SecA stimulates the initiation of
protein translocation, thus allowing a more efficient
translocation of wild-type preproteins as well as preproteins carrying a defective signal sequence. Therefore, the
mechanism of proofreading of the translocation substrates
may reside in the regulation of SecA’s ATPase activity by
conformational states of SecYEG that responds to the
physical properties of the signal peptide.

The translocation motor SecA
Cellular localization and binding partners
The ATP-dependent motor protein SecA is an essential
element of the bacterial translocase engaged in transfer of
polypeptides across the cytoplasmic membrane. As a soluble peripheral subunit, it associates with the membrane
channel SecYEG and generates the driving force for the
transport of secretory proteins and large periplasmic loops
of membrane proteins [60]. Binding to signal sequences,
unfolded preprotein substrates, anionic phospholipids,
SecB and SecYEG allosterically stimulates the ATPase
activity of SecA and couples the motor function to the
translocation process [58, 61].
Localized to the cytosol, SecA is a targeting factor that
recognizes signal sequences, and the SecB chaperone loaded with the preprotein and binds preproteins destined for
secretion [62, 63]. On the other hand, SecA was shown to
assist in folding of proteins lacking signal sequences [64].
Since preproteins are secreted essentially unfolded, such
general chaperone function excludes cytoplasmic proteins
from the secretion pathway and adds an additional quality
control mechanism to the highly specific secretion process
[64]. This suggested moonlight function may additionally
be one reason for the relatively high cytoplasmic concentration of SecA (8 lM [65], corresponding to *13,000
SecA copies per E. coli cell assuming an average volume
of 2.75 lm3 per cell [66]), compared to the approximately
500 copies of SecYEG present in a bacterial cell [67].
Structure of SecA
The SecA protomer consists of functionally and structurally separate domains that act in concert to couple substrate
recognition to cellular localization and motor action. The
nucleotide-binding domain (NBD) consists of two essential
nucleotide-binding folds, NBF1 and NBF2 (also termed
intramolecular regulator of ATP hydrolysis 2, IRA2), that
sandwich ATP for hydrolysis (Fig. 2). The two specificity
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domains are termed preprotein crosslinking domain
(PPXD), or preprotein binding domain (PBD), and C-terminal domain (CTD) [68]. Preproteins bind to the PBD
[69–71], the C-terminal linker (CTL), and to the a-helical
scaffold domain (HSD) [72]. The CTD is involved in SecB
[3, 73–75] and lipid binding [76] and consists of an
a-helical wing domain (HWD), the CTL that is coordinated
with a zinc-ion [75] and HSD that contacts all other
domains of SecA (Fig. 2).
SecA is a member of the superfamily 2 DEAD (DExH/
D) proteins because of its motor domain that has all nine
conserved motifs of DNA/RNA helicases included in this
family [62, 77–79]. Both NBF1 and NBF2 are essential for
ATP binding and hydrolysis [80] and form RecA-like
binding folds containing Walker A and B motifs [81].
NBF2 regulates the hydrolysis reaction at NBF1 [80, 82,
83] when a single ATP is bound between the motor subdomains as common in DEAD-box helicases [84, 85]. The
ATPase activity of cytosolic SecA is inhibited by the
intramolecular regulator of ATP hydrolysis 1 (IRA1), a
helix–loop–helix structure of the HSD that contacts both
NBF2 and PBD. SecA mutants lacking IRA1 or bearing
defects in IRA1/NBF2 interactions display increased
ATPase activity independent of preprotein binding [86].
The mechanism of ATPase stimulation by preprotein
binding utilizes a conserved electrostatic salt bridge called
Gate1 that regulates the access to the nucleotide binding
site [59]. Motions with the motor domain are induced by
ATP binding and ADP release, respectively [83, 85, 87],
and these conformational changes are thought to be transmitted to the two specificity domains, PBD and CTD,
which directly contact the NBD [70, 83]. The preprotein
binding domain inserts into NBF1 as a stem-like structure
while the CTD contacts both NBF1 and NBF2 via an
extended helix of the HSD (Fig. 2a, b) and inhibits the
ATPase activity [86–89]. Motions of PBD [29, 59, 70, 90]
and CTD [4, 29, 86, 88, 89] have been suggested to be
transferred to the preprotein to push it through the SecYEG
channel [4, 29, 77, 90]. PBD displacement relative to the
HWD is a major conformational change observed in SecA
crystal structures (compare Fig. 2a, b), but whether this
motion is dependent on nucleotide or preprotein binding
remains unclear [68]. Yet, it seems conceivable that SecA
mediates the directed movement of polypeptide segments
through the SecYEG channel by coupling motor action to
specific substrate and SecYEG interaction.
The second protomer and the dimerization interface
Soluble SecA forms homo-dimers and is expected to be
mostly dimeric in the cytosol [65, 91, 92]. Several highresolution structures of SecA from various species have been
solved: eight by X-ray crystallography and one by NMR
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[70]. Additionally, medium and low resolution structures
obtained by cryo-EM [93–95], atomic force microscopy
(AFM) [93], small angle X-ray scattering [96] and small
angle neutron scattering [97] provide insight in SecA oligomerization and its conformational changes. Although the
majority of structures show SecA as a homo-dimer, dimerization interface and orientation of the second protomer
differ greatly among the structures [84, 93–100]. Furthermore, the diameter of observed SecA dimer particles in
electron microscopy varies from 10 to 15 nm demonstrating
significant conformational differences. In most of the
structures, SecA is organized as an antiparallel dimer with its
C-domains at the extreme ends. Exceptions are the parallel
dimer structure from T. thermophilus [99] and one structure
from B. subtilis that shows a single protomer in the asymmetric unit, although a crystallographic dimer can be
recognized [85]. The variety of dimerization interfaces
implies that either multiple dimeric conformations are possible or some of the observed dimers do not reflect the
physiological state of cytosolic SecA. Since for some
structures high salt concentrations were present during
crystallization, monomerization and re-dimerization
according to the crystal confinements could have occurred.
This hypothesis is supported by the observation that dimerization occurs via electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions
[91, 95, 98, 100, 101]. If cytosolic SecA would indeed form
multiple dimeric states, they might either all support its role
as targeting factor [68] or display SecA’s different functions
as, for example, chaperone for cytosolic proteins. The
hypothesis of diverse conformational states of SecA dimers
is supported by a study suggesting the existence of multiple
equilibriums of SecA dimers in solution [91]. It is tempting
to speculate further that the observed dimerization interfaces
are part of the catalytic cycle of dimeric SecA during protein
translocation. Alternatively, the different dimeric conformations in solution may be irrelevant if only the SecYEG
bound state is stabilized and critical for function [68].
Interestingly, in the T. maritima SecA–SecYEG co-crystal,
residues that were implicated for dimerization in the E. coli
and B. subtilis SecA crystal structures are exposed to the
cytoplasmic surface and would allow binding of a second
SecA protomer via this interface (Fig. 2c, d). The residues
thought to be important for dimerization in the T. thermophilus and M. tuberculosis SecA crystals, however, are in
close proximity to the SecY–SecA binding interface, and
thus would not allow SecYEG binding of SecA dimers in a
configuration as presented in these SecA crystals (Fig. 2c, d).
In several studies, dimerization and orientation of the second
protomer in solution was examined. Intermolecular crosslinking studies at the C-terminus confirm dimerization of
SecA [102] and are in agreement with the antiparallel orientation of three of the observed structures [100, 103] as well
as a FRET study [104].
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Ligands modulate SecA dimerization
The oligomeric state of SecA in solution, bound to SecYEG and when engaged in protein translocation, has been
investigated in a multitude of studies with various methods.
Yet, contradicting results, their interpretations and physiological relevance caused a long-lasting controversy.
Briefly, oligomerization of SecA in solution is dynamic and
the dissociation constant Kd that was previously estimated
to be around 0.1 lM [91] has been determined by an
equilibrium technique to 0.76 nM [105]. This monomer–
dimer equilibrium of SecA in solution may be modulated
by ligands such as signal peptides, anionic lipids or
nucleotides, although contradicting results do not allow
firm conclusions. However, the sensitive nature of the
monomer–dimer equilibrium is apparent in the presence of
factors such as detergents, salt or temperature [91, 106,
107]. The oligomeric state of SecYEG bound SecA has
been investigated mainly in detergent or other artificial
environments that may have compromised its native condition. However, an important contribution to this subject
has been made by a model of SecA bound to SecYEG
derived from a medium-resolution X-ray structure (Fig. 2c,
d) [29]. Monomeric SecA from T. maritima is bound to a
single SecYEG trimer of the same organism. The most
prominent change is the rotation of the PBD of about 80°
toward the NBF2 (Fig. 2b) compared to the B. subtilis
SecA structure (Fig. 2a), which is considered to present the
closed form of SecA [85]. Another structure of dimeric
SecA from B. subtilis alone was suggested to be the open
form and had the PBD rotated to a lesser extent [100]. In
the SecA–SecYEG complex lacking a substrate, PBD
movement from CTD to NBF2 results in a clamp-like
structure that may enclose a preprotein. Moreover, the PBD
rotation creates a pore in SecA that aligns with the SecYEG
channel. Crystallization was achieved in presence of ADPBeFx, a structural analog of an ATP hydrolysis intermediate step, and the model may present an intermediate state
of protein translocation. However, the necessary use of
detergent suggested to be responsible for the loss of the
second SecYEG subunit may also have caused dissociation
of the SecA dimer especially since detergents were shown
to monomerize SecA [106, 107]. Therefore, interpretations
derived from this model concerning the mechanism of
SecA protein translocation activity need to be confirmed in
a more physiological environment. In a recent study, the
oligomeric state and binding of SecA to SecYEG is
investigated in equilibrium under physiological buffer
conditions and SecA is found to bind as a dimer [105].
During catalysis, SecA appears to be dimeric as demonstrated by in vitro protein translocation activity assays.
Intermolecular crosslinked SecA dimers were shown to be
fully active in protein translocation [102, 108, 109] and
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more active than non-crosslinked species under conditions
that favor monomerization [105]. Furthermore, mutants of
SecA with a monomer–dimer equilibrium shifted towards
the monomeric form display low or no protein activity
[103, 107, 110, 111], and hetero-dimers composed of active
and non-active SecA monomers were completely inactive
[92]. The translocation chaperone SecB interacts with
dimeric SecA [73, 112] and with the C-termini of both
protomers [73, 113]. Moreover, SecA reaches maximal
coupling of ATP hydrolysis with preprotein translocation
when two of its protomers bind SecB [112]. The two SecA
protomers were shown to bind SecB separately by a
disulfide crosslinking study [114]. The multitude of contradicting results, methods and interpretations causes an
ongoing debate on the oligomeric state of SecA during
protein translocation. Therefore, it is important to focus
this discussion on the SecA that is actively engaged in
translocation and bound to SecYEG.

Energy-fueling translocation
After targeting of a preprotein to SecYEG bound SecA,
energy in the form of both ATP and PMF is consumed at
different stages of the translocation reaction [5, 115, 116].
ATP hydrolysis occurs at the DEAD-motor domain of
SecA with ADP-release being the rate-limiting step for the
subsequent catalysis [83, 117]. The ATPase activity of
cytosolic SecA [86] is stimulated by binding to SecYEG
and preproteins [58, 59] and is inhibited by azide [118].
Thus, ATP is hydrolyzed throughout the reaction and is
essential for the initiation of protein translocation [5].
Although protein translocation through the Sec-system
requires polypeptide chains that are largely unfolded,
tightly folded protein domains can be translocated by SecA
accompanied by elevated ATP consumption. Therefore, a
chaperone-like and ATP-dependent unfolding activity has
been proposed for SecA [64, 119].
The PMF is not essential for protein translocation but
has stimulating effects on different stages of the reaction
cycle. During initiation of preprotein translocation, the
insertion and possibly also orientation of the signalsequence in the translocation channel is affected by the
PMF [120]. Protein translocation can be driven by the PMF
alone when the inserted polypeptide chain is not attached to
SecA [5, 6, 115, 121]. Furthermore, SecA de-insertion
from the membrane (i.e. a SecA conformational change) is
accelerated in presence of the PMF either by stimulating
ADP release from SecA [122, 123] or by promoting conformational changes in SecY [14, 57, 115]. In the absence
of PMF and SecA, translocating preproteins can slide
backwards towards the cytoplasmic side of the channel
[5, 120]. However, the PMF does not promote preprotein
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movement in an electrophoretic manner as stretches of both
positively and negatively charged amino acids inhibit
protein translocation [124]. Clusters of particularly positive
amino acids appear to inhibit SecA’s ATPase activity by an
as yet unknown mechanism. Overall, it seems as if the
PMF supports the unidirectional movement of preproteins
at stages where SecA does not contact the translocating
polypeptide chain, and promotes the catalytic cycle by
stimulating conformational changes in the translocon. In
this respect, protein translocation by PrlA mutants shows a
remarkably reduced PMF-dependence, and this has led to
the suggestion that the PMF modulates the channel opening
[57].

On the mechanism of SecA-mediated protein
translocation
Brownian ratchet, power stroke, peristalsis and subunit
recruitment models
Despite the multitude of structural and biochemical details
revealed over the last two decades, the exact mechanism of
SecA-mediated protein translocation is unknown. The
suggested mechanisms can be summarized in four models:
(1) Brownian ratchet; (2) power stroke; (3) peristalsis; and
(4) subunit recruitment model. Besides this general mode
of SecA function, the oligomeric states of SecA and SecYEG in these models are a matter of controversy. After
reviewing the four conflicting previous models, we propose
a new model combining core elements of all four models
into one unifying hypothesis that is supported by recent
data.
In analogy to protein import into the endoplasmatic
reticulum, a Brownian ratchet mechanism was proposed
for protein secretion [125]. Here, SecA would only mediate
channel opening thereby enabling the preprotein to diffuse
into the SecYEG pore. Spontaneous backsliding of the
preprotein is prevented by ATP-dependent trapping by
SecA, thus allowing diffusion only in one direction similar
to the action suggested for BiP (for review, see [126]). This
hypothesis was recently revived by a study that suggests
that preprotein translocation occurs in a single rate-limiting
step which is dependent on preprotein length [127]. This
idea is opposed to another study in which the translocation
rate is independent of the length of the polypeptide chain
[128], but also by observations that translocation occurs in
steps [4–6]. Obviously, the Brownian ratchet model cannot
explain the observed step-size of protein translocation.
Based on early observations that preproteins are translocated in steps of defined size, SecA was suggested to act
as a power stroke motor [5, 6, 128, 129]. According to this
model, ATP hydrolysis and the resulting conformational
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changes are directly coupled to mechanical pushing of the
polypeptide chain through the SecYEG channel. To
accomplish mechanical pushing, multiple contacts between
preprotein and SecA are comprehensible and support this
hypothesis [69–71]. Furthermore, a structural domain of
SecA, the so-called two-helix finger, was shown to interact
with the preprotein during protein translocation [130]. In
the SecA–SecYEG co-crystal of T. maritima this two-helix
finger is partially inserted into the cytoplasmic opening of
the channel (Fig. 2d) [29]. Furthermore, a tyrosine residue
in this domain that can be substituted only by another bulky
hydrophobic residue is important for protein translocation.
It has been suggested that the tyrosine residue interacts
with the translocating protein through side-chain interactions. However, the observation that long stretches of
glycine residues can be translocated rather suggests main
chain interactions as a key step [124]. Moreover, since the
possible conformational change of the two-helix finger and
the resulting lever arm are relatively small, a single
movement of the two-helix finger alone could not drive the
translocation of the observed 2- to 2.5-kDa segments [5].
Surprisingly, residues suggested to mediate dimerization in
the M. tuberculosis SecA crystal reside in the two-helix
finger (Fig. 2d).
A more defined power stroke model is the inchworm
model previously proposed for monomeric DEAD helicases that move along nucleic acids by means of their two
nucleotide binding sites (NBS). One of the NBS (henceforth called NBS1) is bound tightly to the DNA while the
other NBS (NBS2) is bound weakly. Upon ATP binding
and hydrolysis, the weakly bound NBS2 dissociates from
the DNA and is moved to a position ahead on the DNA
strand by a power stroke motion. At its new position, NBS2
forms a tight interaction with the DNA and the previously
tightly bound NBS1 loosens its interaction. A new cycle of
ATP binding and hydrolysis would move the NBS1 ahead
on the DNA [81, 131, 132]. Since the DEAD motor of
SecA shares a high homology with monomeric helicases, a
similar model was proposed for SecA-mediated protein
translocation [133]. In analogy to the helicases, the translocation machinery would transport the preprotein by
means of two substrate binding sites of which one would
anchor the polypeptide chain by a tight interaction and the
other would dissociate from the substrate to grab a consecutive segment. Monomeric SecA, however, has only
one preprotein binding site and thus could not move the
preprotein alone. Therefore, the second binding site was
proposed to reside on SecYEG [26, 107] although experimental evidence is missing. Importantly, in the absence of
SecA, translocating polypeptides can move freely within
the channel [5]; thus, SecYEG does not seem to form a
stable anchor for the preprotein. Moreover, for the
observed translocation of preprotein segments of
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approximately 85 Å length [5, 6], a very large conformational change of monomeric SecA would be necessary to
provide a lever arm of suitable length. Dimeric SecA, on
the other hand, has two peptide binding domains and
movement of one protomer relative to the other may allow
SecA to move along the polypeptide chain similarly to
DEAD helicases with their two substrate binding sites. One
SecA protomer could trap the polypeptide chain in the
channel while the other protomer moves back to grab a
consecutive segment of the preprotein.
A combination of power stroke and Brownian ratchet
model is the peristalsis model. It suggests binding of
dimeric SecA to a SecYEG dimer such that a large vestibule is created between channel and motor protein [60,
126]. A central opening as observed in the crystal structures of dimeric SecA of B. subtilis [85], M. tuberculosis
[98] and T. thermophius [99] was proposed to trap the
polypeptide chain of a preprotein after ATP binding to
SecA. Subsequently, an ATP-driven power stroke motion
would reduce the volume of the vestibule and thereby force
the channel to open, enabling the trapped preprotein segments to diffuse into the SecYEG channel. Thus, the actual
translocation reaction is driven by Brownian motion while
the power stroke merely promotes channel opening.
Backsliding of the preprotein is prevented by closure of the
central opening in the SecA dimer. This peristalsis model
assumes the symmetric docking of the two SecA protomers
onto two copies of the SecYEG channel. The orientation of
SecA and SecYEG in the co-crystal, however, is opposed
to the idea of a symmetric SecA2–SecYEG2 complex.
Thus, new structural data are required to support this
hypothesis.
A different model based on numerous observations on
the sensitive nature of the SecA monomer–dimer equilibrium suggests a subunit recruitment mechanism [106]. This
model is similar to the ‘active rolling’ model proposed for
ATP-dependent helicases that are homologous to SecA. In
this ‘rolling’ model, a monomeric helicase is bound to the
nucleic acid polymer and recruits another protomer to bind
the upstream segment of the nucleic acid strand. Thus,
movement along the polymer is mediated by oligomerization of the helicases that only appears in presence of
nucleic acids [134–136]. The observation that phospholipids induce monomerization of SecA while the presence
of signal-peptides causes SecA to dimerize has lead to the
hypothesis that polypeptide transport is mediated by
recruitment of a second SecA protomer onto a SecYEG
bound SecA monomer [106]. However, the presence of
synthetic signal peptides caused monomerization of SecA
in two other studies [107, 137], but it should be emphasized
that these were observations in the absence of SecYEG
involving non-physiological amounts of synthetic signal
peptide. Rather, in the presence of SecYEG and a
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translocating preprotein, SecA does not seem to monomerize [105]. Yet, the sensitive nature of the SecA
monomer–dimer equilibrium that is maintained in the
SecYEG bound state [105] may support a subunit recruitment mechanism.
The reciprocating piston model
A unifying model would have to include a protein translocation cycle comprising two discrete steps, one ATPdependent and one that only requires SecA binding to the
translocon [5, 6]. ATP binding to SecA is thought to fuel a
power stroke motion whereas the translocation event upon
SecA (re-)binding likely underlies a different mechanism.
Another element of our model are conformational changes
in SecA that have been interpreted as insertion–deinsertion
cycle as large parts of SecA become accessible from the
periplasm for small probes [138] and are protected against
proteases [4, 139]. Considering the inner dimensions of
SecYEG and the bulkiness of SecA, it is unlikely that the
latter penetrates entirely and deep into the channel or even
reaches the periplasm. The conformational changes in
SecA may trigger a partial channel opening, thus allowing
small molecules to diffuse through SecYEG. The previously interpreted inserted state could result from a densely
packed conformation that is resistant against the applied
proteases. However, the two-helix finger of SecA inserts
partially into the entry funnel of SecYEG in the SecA–
SecYEG co-crystal [29] which may represent an intermediate state of the conformational cycle that SecA undergoes
during protein translocation. As previously mentioned,
several studies have come to the conclusion that SecA
functions as a dimer [92, 102, 108, 110] while other studies
suggest that monomeric SecA plays a role in protein
translocation [29, 103, 107]. SecA was found to bind
SecYEG in both monomeric [15, 29, 107] and dimeric
form [15, 16, 102, 110], and the SecA monomer–dimer
equilibrium is sensitive to a wide range of ligands and
agents such as salt and detergents (see previous section).
Together with the observation that SecA dissociates from
the preprotein upon ATP hydrolysis [5], these data suggest
that protein translocation includes cycling of SecA via a
monomeric intermediate.
In an attempt to unify previous conflicting studies while
integrating recent developments, we propose a reciprocating piston model for protein translocation (Fig. 3). First, a
cytosolic SecA dimer binds with high affinity to the SecYEG channel (step 1) [102, 110] leading to a
conformational change and an elevated ATPase activity of
SecA (step 2) [58, 59]. Based on recent data [105], we
propose a model of dimeric SecA binding to SecYEG
where one SecA is anchored to SecYEG while the other
protomer interacts with the bound SecA alone.
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Fig. 3 The reciprocating piston model of SecA-mediated protein translocation. The polypeptide chain of the preprotein is colored differently to
illustrate distinct segments that are translocated in steps of defined size

Interestingly, the preprotein binding domain (PBD) of
SecYEG-bound SecA undergoes a dramatic conformational change resulting in a clamp-like structure (compare
Fig. 2a, b) [29]. Docking of a second SecA protomer onto
the SecA–SecYEG structure brings both PBDs into close
proximity enabling the transfer of polypeptide segments
from one SecA protomer to the other [105]. In the cytosol,
the molecular chaperone SecB maintains the translocation
competent state of newly synthesized preproteins by
binding to their mature region thereby keeping them partially unfolded (for SecB review, see [140]). Homotetrameric SecB targets the preprotein to SecYEG bound
SecA [2] by interacting with both C-termini of the SecA
dimer (step 3) [73, 112, 113]. The SecA protomers bind
SecB separately (step 3) [114]. Upon binding of ATP to
SecA, signal sequence and adjacent mature region of the
preprotein are inserted into the SecYEG channel in a
hairpin-like structure (step 4) [141–143]. During this step,
dependent on ATP binding to SecA, SecB is released from
the complex [73] which completes the initiation of protein
translocation. ATP hydrolysis causes dissociation of SecA
from the preprotein [5] and possibly also monomerization
of the SecA dimer whereas one SecA protomer remains
bound to SecYEG preventing backsliding of the partially
translocated polypeptide chain (step 5). Additionally, ATP
hydrolysis leads to the conformational change in the SecYEG bound SecA that has been interpreted as de-insertion
(step 6) [4], a step that is accelerated by the PMF [14, 57,
115, 122, 123]. The dissociated SecA monomer can
exchange with the soluble SecA pool or re-bind to the
trapped preprotein (step 7) and the SecYEG bound SecA
protomer would cause the observed ATP-independent
translocation of a 2- to 2.5-kDa preprotein segment (step 8)
[5, 6]. This step may resemble elements of the previously
proposed peristalsis model [60] and subunit recruitment
mechanism [106]. Binding of an ‘upstream’ preprotein
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segment by the soluble SecA protomer and subsequent
dimerization could compress the polypeptide chain in the
complex thereby forcing it into the channel. Here,
Brownian motion would drive movement of the polypeptide chain while directionality is given by the bound,
previously soluble SecA protomer. Next, binding of ATP to
SecA results in a power stroke motion accompanied by
insertion of SecA into SecYEG [4, 29, 139] and translocation of another 2- to 2.5-kDa preprotein segment (step 9).
The steps 5–9 are repeated until the preprotein is fully
translocated across the membrane. In total, 4–5 kDa of the
polypeptide chain are transported in each catalytic cycle,
which corresponds to around 25–30 amino acids [5, 6]. To
elucidate the exact mechanism of SecA function, in particular the ATP-independent translocation step, new
biophysical techniques are required that enable the analysis
of protein translocation at the single molecule level with
time resolution.
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